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"When the proper opposition defaults," Senator I.
William Fulbright writes in explanation of his revolt
against the foreign polity of the Johnson Administration, "it seems to me that it is better to have the
function performed by members of the President's
party than not to have it performed at all." These
are not the urords of a natural rebel, but of a distressed
idealist who has turned to heresy because it is the
only ethernet's, to ailmica To reflect upon these
words is to understand the poignancy of FoIhright's
position as chairmen of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, and thus ostensibly the Administration's
chief Congressional lieutenant on questions of foreign affairs. It is also to understand the impish,
and the high political courage, that this act of open
rebellion moat have cost such an rssentially loyal and
moderate man as Fulbright,
A reflective man who shuns either than seeks the
public spotlight. a party loyalist who prefers to exert
influence iron within, a believer in the need for
strong Presidential leadership, and a political r_onatrvative whose natural sympathies are for tradition
and order rather than for iconoclasm and rebellion,
he has found himself cast as the leader of the Opposition. Darling of the New Left, despair of the
cold war liberals, scourge of the ideologues on both
Right end Left, Fulbright is not particularly happy
en be the Administration's most taunting heretic. But
events have forced his hand, and the agony of Viet
Nam has driven him to take arms against a President he once admired and served in well. "There
are times,' he writes in this credo of his dissent.
in public life as in private life when one most protest, not solely or even primarily because one's protest
will be politic or materially productive, but because
one's sense of decency is offended, because one is
fed up with political emit and public images, or
simply because something goes against the grain.'
It is because ea much Ilea gone against the grain
that Fulbright has rebelled against the leadership of
his own party, against the man who once sought his
counsel and believed he should be Secretary of State,
against the customary role of the chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee, against the beliefs that
motivate much of our foreign policy, against certain
aspects of the American national character, and even
against moth of whet he himself believed in only a
few years ago.
There is a dramatic story in the conversion of
Senator Fulhrtght from Administration loyalist,
faithful supporter of NATO and the Atlantic Community, defender of foreign aid, and even floor manager of the Tonkin Golf resolution which gave the
President a blank check in Viet Nam—tn the position of on Administration pariah, a grudging admirer
of C3sorlas de Gaulle, an enemy of the bilateral foreign aid program, and a vehement critic of the Vitt
Norm war. The story of that conversion could, if
put in the proper perspective, tell a good deal not
only about the personality of this complex and fascinating man, Ian also clout the traumatic effect of
the Viet Nam war upon the American conscience
The War, terrible as it is in itself. has become the
catalyst fora radical assault upon it good many things
that Americans have taken for granted—in our foreign policy and in our domestic life as welL It has
called into question the very moaning of the Ameri-
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can Dream. That Fulbright should have become a
spoireaman for those who feel the alienation that has
act fused so much of American life, is a remarkable
story that aught to be told_
L'nforomately, it is not to be found in the sateharine pages of Tristram Coffin's adoring biography.
Filled with descriptions of the Senator as a "modern Prometheus,"
philosopher," end "a
prophet," it presents a portrait of a man who has
virtually never been wrong, and who is fighting off
the forces of evil and darkness (whether they be in
the form of Senator McCarthy or Dean Rusk) all
by himself. This is unfair to Fulbright, whose public career is admirable enough to nand up to a fair
and critical appraisal, and it is certainly unfair to
readers who expect something more than campaign
biography in this first full-scale portrait of the Scouter from Arkanaas. Instead of loving descriptions
of Fulheight's charming drawl, intelligent face, and
nolOe'innincts, it might be Mars ale fal to know something shoot his relations to his colleagum in the Senate, to explain a voting record that is often discouraging to many of his liberal admirers, to judge
his effectiveness as chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, to examine the rule he has played as insider in the formation of foreign policy, to investigate his ambivalent attitude toward the responsibilities
and exercise of power, and to reveal, if possible, why
this conservative humanist has changed no many of
his earlier judgments and adopted many of the attitudes of an alienated radical.
Senator Fulbright is suspicious of power and, as
a good humanist, has been reluctant to exercise it
himself. But if there is
"arrogance of power,"
such as be has described so eloquently, is there not
also an obligation of power which is incumbent upon
a public official to exercise? He has exercised his
obligation admirably in tan recent hearings on Viel
Nam and Cain. But might we not have been spared
some of the agony of the current involvements he
criticism so well if he had embraced, rather than
fled from, Kennedy's efforts to make him Secretary
of State? We can never really know the answer to
that question, tett any comprehensive biography of
this complex man should at least raise it Mr. Cof-

fin's book does not, end although it succeeds se
panegyric, it is sadly inadequate as an examination
of the personality and the public record of its subject
To understand 3, William Fulbright, one must turn
to his own thoughts as expressed in hit hook (gleaned
and expanded from speeches in the Senate sod a
scrim of lectures at Johns Hopkins University) on
the use and abuse of power. Etched by a biting
skepticism that often seeps over into pessimism, The
..frrogonre of Power marks the passage of Senetor
Fulbright from a relatively orthodox supporter of
the liberal tine on foreign policy to a spokesman of
the post-eold-war generation. It is a book which
could not have been written two years ago. before
the Dominican landings and the expansion of the war
in Viet Nam, for it is a direct response to them. It
is a cry of anguish and of anger over the destruction we have calmed in the name of righteousness,
and pained rejection of the "intolerant Puritanism"
that leads us to see ourselves as "God's avenging
angels, whose sacred duty it is to rombet evil philosophies" This Puritanism, he argues, has caused us
to transform every War into a crusade, to dehumanize
our opponents to justify the terrible weapons of our
technology, toview communism as an unmitigated
evil regardless of where or how it is practiced, and
"to see principles where there ore only interests and
conspiracy- where there is only 'misfortune."
fn chastising the Administration for what it has
done, and is doing. in Southeast Asia and Latin
America, Fulbright is also culling us to task as a
nation for what we are: a people continually obliged
to assert authority to prove that wr are great hecause we seem to doubt it ourselves. This is what he
calls our "arrogance of power," and enalparrs it to
the fatal flaw that led the Athenians to attack Syracuse and Napoh-on to invade Russia Than his hook
goes beyond a critique of foreign policy juts[ as, on
R different level, Hannah Arendfs study of Etchmann goes beyond the crimes committed by a single
man to examine the sources of depersonalisation and
irresponsibility that affect whole sactelies and thus
make evil actions possible. Senator Fulbright does not view his fellow Ameri(Confirmed on tope 15)
cans as evil, but rather as
Pose
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people caught in the grip of. a
deep insecurity and intoxicated
by the passions of a distorted
nienianiam Indeed, to his
mind, there are two America,:
"One is the Assents of Lincoln and Adlal Stevenson; the
other is the America of Teddy
Roosevelt and the modern
superpatriot, . . one I judicious and the other arrogant in
the use of power." This arrogance comes out in times of
mils and overcomes the funof
damentally docent in
Americans, causing sea to as
our extraordimay strength aa
A sign of superior virtue and
leading as to impose our veil
on other societies. Fulbright
sees arrogance in the behavior
of Americans abroad, in our
interventions in support of
various client regimen, in our
anureption that other societies
have only to follow our example to be wise and prosperms, in our refusal to let
others have their own reeditIrma in our attempt to create
a global Great Society on the
American model. This is the
kind of arrogance, he warns,
that induces "those fatal temp-

rations of power which have
ruined other great nation."
In a real sense, this is a
work of alienation, one that
expresses the corrosive distrust
so many Americans feel toward
their own government. Reaching across to the angry young
radicals, Fulbright defends
their dissent by declaring that
"criticism is an act of patriotism," recognises their disenchantment with the values of
their society, and questions
"whether the sacrifices impowed on the present generation of young Americans are
justified by the war" I Vita
Nam. He raises problems that
are more comfortably left unsaid, offers explanations that
do not flatter our national ego,
and poses alternatives that challenge the cold war mentality.
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as to rewmamine our memotime.
Foreign policy in a free society is not only, as Senator
Fulbright observes, a reflection of domestic policy. It
also a reflection of the countervading forces within that
society, and of the impact of
public opinion on the government The value of • book
such • as The Arrogance of
Power is that through its pages
Fulbright tan reach and affect

en audience that can change
our foreign policy. He can do
this because of his unique
position as chairman of a Senate committee whose full
powers be is only just beginning to explore, as a respected
member of the intellectual
Establishment with a worldwide reputation, and as a basin:11y conservative legislator.
The Administration is not impervious to criticism, partiailarly when it comes from such

people as J. William Fulbright
and Walter Lippman. There
may be arrogance in our attitude toward power, but there is
also deep anguish throughout
the nation over the use of our
power. Senator Fulbright has
helped to Inns and to channel
this anguish iota constructive
criticism that may yet lead to
the changes he desires. Therein
lin the courage of his dissent
and the importance of this
book
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The Arrogance of Power
may be a fitting description of
our attitude toward mach of
the world, but it does not really
explain the terrible sacrifices
we have undertaken on behalf
of our clients, nor the relative
benevolence and restraint with
which America has exercised
her enormous power. The
reality is more complex, more
paroling, and perhaps more
elusive than that Fulhright
has done • service by forcing
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